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Homework on the go: 
Interest in biking is on the 
rise across the St. Louis 
area. UM-St. Louis even 
has its own cycling team . 
... See page 3 
Truck turns over on 
interstate, spills 
ramen noodles 
BY CAMILLE SPENCER 
·· .. ········ · · · · "fi;~· si~:t~· lv~;~; · 
(U-WlRE) EAST LANSING, 
Mich.- A college student's dream 
come true spilled onto a local 
highway Wednesday. and all that 
was missing was a few gallons of 
boiling water. 
A semi truck overturned 
Wednesday, littering the road with 
ramen noodles, along wfth a 
spilled barrel of Brick mortar col-
oring. 
The acddent occurred when 
the truck was exiting northbound 
U.S. 127 to travel west on 1-96. 
Matt Hutting, Ingham County. 
Mich. sheriff's deputy, investigated 
the crash and said the driver was 
traveling too fast to successfully 
maneuver the exit ramp. 
"(The driver) was on his cell 
phone trying to get directions " he 
said. "As they were telling him to 
take 96, he was a little too far to 
slow down enough to get on the 
ramp. The momentum forced the 
vehicle on it's side. " 
The truck slid along a guard 
rail, which ripped open the top of 
the trailer and caused the ramen 
and mortar color to spill. 
The ramen was packaged and 
on pallets, but the mortar color 
spilled on the road and ran into a 
drainage ditch, Hutting said. 
Because the mortar color con-
tained a small trace of formalde-
hyde, the Michigan Department of 
Transportation and the 
Department of Natural Resources 
were called to determine if there 
was a possible threat to the envi-
ronment. 
Hutting said the formaldehyde 
content was minuscule. 
"It was something like .03 
parts per billion," he said. "The 
DNR was called as a proper pre-
caution. " 
There was no major threat 
found and the spill was cleaned 
up. 
The reason for the stra.nge pay-
load of ramen noodles and mortar 
color is unknown, Hutting said .. 
"(The driver) said he didn't 
know why he was carrying that 
combination, that's just what his 
company put on the truck," he 
said. 
The driver \Was dted for care-
less driving. 
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Bring 'it on: The · 
Rivermen soccer team 
could only score one goal 
in two games, defeating 
. .. Sbutherr14'ttdiaffa"and los'-
ing to Quincy. 
.... See page 5 
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SGA delays participation in Campus Week of Dialogue 
BY SUE BRITT 
AMD JOSH RENAUD 
staff edit01' 
The second annual Campus Week 
of Dialogue has been put on hold by 
Steven Wolfe, vice president of the 
Student Govemment Association. 
The program was to include town 
hall and community partnership meet-
ings to discuss racial and ethnic diver-
sity issues as part of a larger national 
canlPaign. Similar events were held at 
more than 600 universities last year, 
and this was to be UM-St. Louis ' first 
year of participation. 
The SGA originally planned to host 
these events during the week of Oct. 4-
8, but Wolfe announced Friday that the 
events were being. postponed indefi-
nitely. 
''We want to do this right, not just 
throw it together," Wolfe said. 
Wolfe said that there were prob-
lems that l1eeded to be resolved before 
proceeding with the events, but he 
declined to explain what those prob-
lems were. 
"It's an internal matter," he said. 
LaKricia Johnson, executive secre-
tary of the SGA, organized the 
Campus Week of Dialogue, which was 
scheduled to begin with a town hall 
meeting. 
'The reason why it's a campus 
town hall meeting is because we want-
ed to talk about the problems that are 
on the campus with the faculty and the 
students," Johnson said, "to make each 
other aware of different things that are 
going on, because one student might 
feel that they are being discriminated 
against, and it may not be that way. It 
jllst needs to be talked about. Or 
maybe it can be that way and profes-
sors or other faculty are not even aware 
of the things that are going on at thi s 
school." 
The Campus Week of Dialogue 
was inspired by President Clinton's 
announcement of the President's 
Initiative.on Race during a speech at 
the University of California at San 
Diego in June, 1997. 
Richard Riley, secretary of educa-
tion, and Robert Johnson, assistant to 
the president and director of the 
President's Initiative on Race, wrote in 
a letter sent to universities around the 
nation that President Clinton's initia-
ti ve was an effort to build "One 
America in the 21st century-a nation 
of people 'who respect their diversity 
and embrace the values which unite 
them." 
UM·St.Louis . simulates chemical spill 
Stephanie PlattJ T'b!> CUlTPnJ 
Mike Wientage (left) and Mark Czapliskie (right) of the Ferguson Fire Department respond to the 
simulated chemical spill in Benton Hall. The simulation was designed to test emergency 
response in the event of a real accident in the future. 
Drill deSigned to test emergency 
response to hypothetical disaster at 
Benton) Research) Stadler buildings 
BY SUE BRITT 
stajjeditor 
The Benton, Research and 
Stadler buildings were evacuated 
Monday as area and canlpus emer-
gency units conducted a drill that 
tested response in the event of a 
chemical spill. 
Students, faculty and staff were 
asked to exit and move away from 
the buildings as firefIghters from the 
omlandy and Mid-County Fire 
Protection Di "tricts and the 
Fergu on Fire Department followed 
procedures they would in the case of 
an actual chemical . pill and explo-
sion. 
On the scene the Battabon Chief 
of Mid-County. Mike Caulley. aid 
that it was a simulation located on 
the third floor of Benton Hall 
"We haye imulated ca: uallies 
and simulated contamination," 
Caulley aid. "50 far. we ' ve [on a 
simulated basis] called in at lea~t . .. 
St. Louis County Hazardous 
Material Teanl. the on-scene [UM-
St. Louis1 Hazardous Material Team, 
a decontamination team to deconta-
minate the people, and I believe a 
total of. in simulation, 15 an1bu-
lances," 
J ames Hickerson. director of 
environmental health and safety at 
UM- t. Loui-, said the premi e of 
the simulation was that someone in 
Benton Hall tried to transfer a flam-
mable solvent, Bexane, from one 
container to another, and a spark 
from the operu.ng of a cabinet door 
ignited the explosion. In the simu-
lation, there \\;as a leak in a contain-
er of another chemical, Acetone. 
The spills were simulated with cut-
out paper and a mannequin repre-
sented the person caught in the 
explosion. A smoke machine gener-
ated smoke during the drill. There 
were three other simulated injuries 
and a "mobility-impaired" student 
on the foW1h floor. 
Although some students paltici-
pating in the evacuation did not 
know it was a drill , Hickerson said 
that there was some warning to all 
parties involved. 
"When we fIrst tried to set up 
this event a couple of months ago, 
we were advised by the Fire 
Depaltment's attomey to not keep it 
so hush because in their experience 
there could be panic," Hickerson 
said. "And we would.n't want any-
body hurt in a drilL It's bad enough 
in a real situation." 
Joyce Corey, professor of chem-
istry, stood at the edge of the evacu-
ated crowd with the models she had 
been using during her lecture. 
"When I went into class I said 
[that] there's to be an evacuation 
ee DISASTER, page 7 
Study li~ks school, 
family to less aggressive 
tendencies in children 
United Way close to meeting goal 
BY JOE HARRIS 
sellior editor 
A study found school bonding and 
family SQUCture are two important 
factors that may promote less aggres-
sive behaviors in children who have 
witnessed and been exposed to com-
munity violence. 
Lois Pierce, an associate professor 
of social work at UM-St. Louis, based 
. her findings from her studies with 
inner-city children who had witnessed 
community violence. The study con-
sisted of children 8 to 14-years-old 
and the large majority of the children 
were African-American. 
Pierce said this study was "helpful 
because it included a number of 
behaviors relating to aggressive 
behaviors. Not only did it allow us to 
look at how the children describe 
themselves, but also how they 
describe their peers, their relationship . 
with their family, their relationship 
with their school and it also enabled 
us to be able to observe conununity 
violence and a number of psycholog-
ical questions we were interested in." 
The study was conducted through 
a survey given to 223 boys and 207 
girls . Tllis survey asked questions 
about decision-making, outlook on 
bfe. school bonding, family bonding, 
family arguments, self-concept alld 
self-control among others. 
The survey found that boy~ tend to 
be more aggressive and have more 
loss of control; tllat children exposed 
to violence and fanuly argument~ 
were more likely to report aggressive 
behavior; that social support (i.e. fam-
ily structure, positive peer relations, 
etc.) also helped reduce aggressive 
behavior alld increased self-control; 
that exposure to community violence 
is also related to children being less 
assertive and having a lower self-con-
cept: and that with boys and girls fam-
. ily bonding led to an increase in self-
control. 
The survey also found two differ-
ences between boys alld girls . Girls , 
when exposed to conunlUlity vio-
lence, showed a decrease in confi-
dence while boys did nol Family and 
school bonding also helped increase 
assertiveness and self-concept in 
boys. while family structure increased 
assertiveness. school bonding and 
peers increased self-concept and fam~ 
ily and school bonding increased con-
fidence in girls. 
'This has implications for 
schools," Pierce said. "1 presented this 
information at a conference and some-
body who worked for a school came 
up to me and said this was the kind of 
see CHILDREN, page 7 
BY CORY B LACKWOOD 
. ...... - .. ....... . , ... , . .. . ......... . . 
staff editor 
The 1999 ill-1-St. Louis United 
Way calnpaign ran Sept. 20 through 
Oct. 1 with a goal of $49,000. Money 
collected from the campaign goes to 
organizations designed to help people 
inneecL 
The s'TOUpS target the ll-cotmty 
Missouri lllinois aI'ea, where one out 
of three people in that regioa are 
helped. Niney-two percent of the 
donations go directly to the organiza-
tions, and the other 8 percent goes to 
fund raising, fund distribution alld 
adrninistrati ve costs. 
"\Ve have added il1,)re awareness 
since last year. we added more new 
local conunu nity organizations," 
Steffanie Halting. Coordinator of 
Constitucnt Relations in the 
University Relati ns Division, said. 
' 'Last year there were 130 organiza-
tions. and this year there are 160." 
Wendell Smith. interim vice chan-
cellor fo r University Relations, is the 
campus canlpaign chairperson while 
Harting is running the publicity for 
the United Way event at UI'v1-St. 
Louis. Both are optimistic about 
meeting the $49.000 goal tlli s year. 
"As of now [Thursday. Sept. 30] 
\ e are at 60 percent of our goal," 
Harting said. "and United Way's 
canlpaign goe_ on until Oct. 25, so I 
am sure we will reach the goal." 
The money given does not ran-
dom1y go to one group, but all of the 
money gets distributed between all of 
the organizations. United Way 
decides where the money is needed 
most, and which group needs money 
more, then disburses it accordingly. 
"United Way produccs a list of 
160 organizations, assesses the need 
and their ability to generate funds, 
from a bake sale to a full fundraising 
committee, then tlley send the money 
to where it is needed most," Harting 
said. "A person can ask for a listing of 
the groups and have their money go 
specifically to one of them, like 
Catholic Charities, and United Way 
will send it there." 
see UNITED WAY, page 8 
Walk for Hunger is more than walk in park 
BY SHAVON PERKINS 
... .. ....... ... .... ... ...... ........ ... .. .... .. 
ojTlJe Cun-ent staff 
The St. Louis Food Pantry 
Association 's 11 th annual Walk for 
Hunger has expanded. This year [he 
participants may Run, Walk, Rock. or 
Roll to support their neighborhood 
food pantry. 
TIle event, which takes place on 
Saturday, Oct. 9, 1999, is the associa-
tion's largest fund raiser. ,till the 
pledges collected stay in tile St. 
Louis Metro lliea to support neigh-
borhood food pantries. TIus yeal"s 
goal for me event is $75,000 . 
This year participants can get 
involved by ruruling a 10K run , walk-
ing the 10K path aI'ound Forest PaI-k, 
by rocking in a rocking chair, by 
rocking and rolling to t\VO different 
bands or by rolling tile 10K path on 
roller blades, bicycle. wagon, wheel-
chair. All even\s begin and end in the 
Upper Muny parking lot in Forest 
Park. 
Glenn Koenen, secretary of tile S1. 
Louis · Metro Food Pantry 
Association, said that the changes in 
this year's e':~nt were made to get 
more people involved and make it 
more of a fanliJ.y event. 
"It's easier to collect food than it is 
to collect money," Koenen said, "but 
pantries need money to pay the bills 
and subsidize donations with such 
items as eggs, milk, bread etc. so that 
fanlilies can have a balanced meal." 
Koenen said that pantries have 
become a safety net for families as 
govemment programs cut back "We 
used to be all emergency fallback for 
families in transition but now we are 
see HUNGER, page 7 
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• Tell A Friend Tuesday, sponsored by 
University Health Services , Interested 
students can come to 127 Woods Hall 
and make phone calls to their female 
friends, family and co-workers age 40 
and over, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 
ask them if they have had a mammo-
gram in the last year. If not, the stu-
dents can encourage the friend to get 
a mammogram. For more information 
call Amy Schoenberger at University 
health Services at 5671. 
• Conservation Forum, to be held at 
The Living World, Saint Louis Zoo, 
from 5 to 10 p.m. This event, spon-
sored by the Internationl Center for 
Tropical Ecology, UM-St. Louis, will 
feature Meg Symington. For more 
information and reservations con-
tact Bernadette Dalton at 6203. 
• Interested in Catholicism- The 
Newman Center will be sponsoring a 
lunch at 8200 Natural Bridge. For 
more information contact Betty 
Chitwood at 385-3455. 
whether they are experiencing "the 
blues" or a real depression . 
Screenings will be done between 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m. in the University 
Center Lobby, at the Counseling 
Services office (427 SSB), outside the 
Women's Center (211 Clark), in the 
Marillac Hall Lobby between 4 and 5 
p.m. and evenings by appointment at 
Counseling Services. For reserving 
appointments and more information 
call the office at 5711 . Open to stu-
dents faculty and staff. 
David Baugl\er • Prod. Mociate ' % 
Wednesday, Oct. 6 
• Bible Study at Seton Hall living room, 
• Soup and Soul Food, a simple free 
meal and a time for prayer and 
devotion, from 12 to 12:50 p.m. at 
the Normandy United Methodist 
Thursday, Oct. 7 
Depression Screening Day, spon-
sored by Counseling Services, will 
provide confidential screening ques-
tionnaires for those who wonder 
THE CAItAPUS CRIIVIELI NE 
September 17, 1999 
A construction worker reported that 
his wallet, checkbook and day planner 
were stolen from his truck which was 
parked at East and Mark Twain drives. 
The theft occurred between 6:45 a. m. 
and 4 p.m. 
September 20, 1999 
A student reported that sometime 
between.1 and 1:50 p.m. her wallet 
was stolen from her bookbag while at 
102 Benton HalL The wallet contained 
cash, credit cards and personal identi-
fication' 
A student reported that her University 
Meadows apartment was burglarized 
between 11 :30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Sto len was a Nokia cellular phone, 40 
compact discs with a carrying case 
and three video games . A window was 
found to have been left open. 
September 23, 1999 
A visitor to University Meadows was 
arrested as a fugitive from the cities 
of SL Peters and Chesterfield. 
A student reported that between 3:30 
p.m. and 3:32 p.m. , his Klein moun-
tain bike was stolen from the front of 
the South Campus Residence Hall at I 
3036 Bellerive Drive. The bike had not ! 
been secured. 
September 24, 1999 
A staff person from the Grounds 
Department reported that between 8. 
and 8:20 a.m. } a weedeater was 
stolen from a site nearEast and Mark 
Twain drives. The Groundskeeper was 
assisting a student with a stalled vehi-
cle when the lawn equipment was 
stolen. 
September 27, 1999 
A person wanted on outstanding arrest 
warrants was arrested on the campus 
and released to St. Louis County 
Police. 
September 28, 1999 
A student residing in a University 
Meadows reported the theft of a blank 
check from her checkbook. The dis-
covery was made at 1 p.m. on Sept. 
27, 1999. 
A student reported that between 9 and 
1 :45 p.m. , her parking permit was 
stolen from the windshield of her vehi-
cle while it was parked on Lot "E". 
The vehicle top had been left open. 
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What does it really mean? Is i t a passing through tim e, a r iv er f low or 
your college newspaper? Why not t ell us w hat you think? Go ahead 
and drop us a line. Get caught up in t he Student Voice of UM-St. Louis. 
The Current. 
MCMA 
U 
HELP WANTED 
Telephone 'nlerr/iewerG Needed 
Part Time Positions Availahle Immediately 
- Hampton -Chippewa ' Ne ighbo rhood 
- Phone Surveys (NO SELLIN G!!!) 
- Evening and Weekend Ho urs 
-Flexible Work Sched ule 
-$6 .50 Starting Salary 
- Conven ient Location Hampton Village 
Call DAN at 
752-2600 Ext. 12 
RESTAURANfMANAGEMENT 
t he top 5 r easons 
you h a v e n 't 
con s i dered a. 
B u rger King® 
career! 
5 My friends, who have real jobs, will recommend therapy. 
4 The uniforms give polyester leisure suits a good name. 
3 They didn't offer a Burger Flipping course in business schooL 
2 I thought 1'd get a business card, not a name tag 
1 And the #1 reason is because I didn't know how lucrative, ' 
challenging and rewarding a Burger King career can be! 
If you're successful at what you're doing, but not happy or having fun".we think it's 
time you get the facts straight. 
Burger King is one of the most successful restaurant chains in the world. To continue 
our success, we need creative, team oriented individuals with management experience 
and an entrepreneurial approach to business. . 
Send/fax your resume or apply in 
person at: Burger King (Attn: Todd 
Allen, 12701 West Olive St, Creve 
Coeur, MO 63141 or fax to: 
636.798.0001 or call 314J41.11l0). 
EOE M/FIV/D, 
I J 
I 
I 
1 
"Working Together...To Be The Best!" r 
Lugano LLe is an Independent 
Franchisee of Burger King Corporation i 
\ .... 
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The lost art 
. 1 
't 
of cycling 
. . 
"I 
B y A MY LOMBARDO 
.. , st(ijj:ediio~ · ··· · ·· ................. . 
A once-forgotten mode of transportation in St. 
11t.e Current 
get killed and want to quit," Ranek said. "It's a 
good building-tool actually." 
The UM-St. Louis team consists of 10 mem-
bers, including one woman. The current season is 
fall mountain biking and next semester will be 
spring road racing. 
Chris Neumann, a senior majoring in education, 
raced in his first collegiate race on Sept. 25 . 
Although taking 19 hours and working part-time 
can make it difficult to fit riding into his schedule, 
he always fInds the time. 
rocks, sticks, and various other hazards. People 
that rail right through, called 'bashers,' just end up 
getting a flat. 
The ultimate goal of the club is to expand mem-
bership in both male and female divisions, and 
develop other areas of cycling. 
"We' re looking for people at any skill level... 
,,-. zscomzng 
Louis is making quite a comeback these days. 
Bicycles arc popping up in places all over the area. 
including the UM-St. Louis campus . "Vimesses 
have reported the rack in front of the Thomas 
Jefferson Library overflowing with bikes. Others 
have noticed a number of rebels chaining their 
lides to the nearest tree or pole. "Mostly I like 
mountain bik-
There 's a lot more that could be done with the team 
other than racing. We could organize group rides 
and sruff like that," Ranek said. "All it is, is a mat-
ter of getting awareness up on campus. From there 
it's kind of up to [the students) what they do with 
it. " 
, 
back into 
~\ 
style on 
l 
~ campuses 
. t 
forbusy 
-. 
college 
1- students 
alluayson 
the go 
According to the National Collegiate Cycling 
Association (NCCA), more than one in every three 
Americans owns a bicycle. They also say it is cur-
rently the most common form of transportation on 
college campuses. The message is ringing out loud 
and clear- the bikes are back in town. 
Tllis news flash is old hat to a select few local 
students who have known the benefits of biking-it 
for years. Tim Ranek, a senior in elementary edu-
cation , is the president of the UM-St. Louis 
Cycling Team . The team is part of the Midwest 
Collegiate Cycling Conference (MCCC) which 
includes Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, 
Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. Back in 1989 when 
Ranek started the club at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia, there were only 14 Midwest 
schools participating. Today, there are 26. 
Ranek has also noticed the recent escalated 
interest in cycling. He believes that this is partially 
due to more national coverage with the X-Games 
and Lance AImstrong's victory at the Tour de 
France. 
,·It used to be when I was in high school a mil-
lion year, ago, that I played soccer, baseball, bas-
ketbal l and that wa about it," Ranek said. "NClw, 
there's a lot more alternative sports out there'" 
The MCCC is part of the NCCA which works to 
promote, develop and regulate collegiate cycling 
acro ' the country. The U.S . is divided into sec-
tions by geographical area, which compete against 
each other to determine the best in the region. 
Thos winners then race for the nati0nal title. 
The flyer for the UM-St. Luuis team describes 
the leve l ' as: Women A - Fast; Women B-1 SI Year: 
M n A - Very Fast: Men B - Think they' re fast: 
Men C - Know they' re not fast. 
"If it's your first year, you don't have tLl go and 
ing just 
because 
Freshman 
Joe Dirkus 
rides to class 
on his bike. Gay Norris I TbeCurrelll 
ferent strategy than road biking," Neumann said. 
"With mountJin biking you have to be strong, but 
it's mostly how you finesse your bike and how you 
handle your bike'" 
He ~ :,plains that the trails can have ' rhythm sec-
tions; or stretchcs of ground with little bumps, 
The revivaJ of the bicycle has spread 
across St. Louis. MetroLink installed 
racks on the trains to accommodate city-
cyclists. Tills is a practical option for 
those campus commuters who are 
getting a little car-sick. 
Metropolis is a non-profit 
organization trying to give 
down-town a face-lift through 
grassroots projects. 
They created 'The Ride ' 
over a year ago to help bring 
about awareness of bike safety 
and other related issues. The 
participants - ranging from 
numbers of 5 to 50 -ride a 
planned route that is designated 
for a future bike lane. The last 
Friday of each month, a group of 
people meet at Kiener Plaza-
rain or shine-and pedal to Forest 
Park and back. 
Carrie Zukoski, one of the 
Metropolis committee members that 
formed the program, is concerned about 
the safety of less-experienced riders. 
"I know what it was like for me when I fIrst 
started riding on the road. Cars are afraid of bikes, 
and bikes are more afraid of cars ," Zukoski said. 
" I've noticed more and more that cyclists don't 
know what they're doing on the road. There needs 
to be some more education." 
More inforn1ation can be found via the Internet. 
The UM-St. Louis Cycling Tean1 is under Student 
Organizations at www. umsLedu and Metropolis 
has a website at www.mstl.org. 
I nte~national Performing 
~l Arts Series will premiere 
Running for it 
Traditional fun run 
• 
\ 
By A NNE P O RTER 
.. .. - .. .. .. . . 
staff qssociate 
Infatuated Bob dedicates a song to 
Dream Date Suzy as a way to com-
municate his feelings for her without 
actually saying the words. Like Bob 
and his dedication, different cultures 
also can represent their beliefs, values 
I and nonns in the conveyed dialogue 
w of music. 
~ , 
The Center for International 
Studies created the International 
Performing Arts Series to demon-
strate the power of harmonies in a 
very entertaining way. 
Joel Glassman, director of the 
Center of International Studies, has 
worked very diligently to make the 
Pelforming Arts Selies possible. 
"We ar'e very proud of [the 
International Performing Arts Series). 
We work with many ethnic groups, 
and we have tried quite successfully 
to involve them. Music seemed to be 
a common meeting ground," 
Glassman said. 
Terry Williams, coordinator for 
the Center for International Studies, 
helped plan the inaugural series. 
"The Center for International 
Studies has a very long track record in 
hosting lectures, seminars, work-
shops, and conferences, but those are 
more academically oriented," 
Williams said. 
Before Williams began working 
on the Pelforming Series, some 
scholar-musicians spoke at UM-St. 
Louis. AJtan, a group from Ireland, 
was one of those, and they will be 
performing in the upcoming series. 
··Before. we ' e talked about polit-
ical, environmental [and] histori cal 
issues ... . now we have an opportunity 
to visit a culture through their art. 
This is the first year the center has 
produced this type of experience," 
Williams said. 
\Villiams considers tills another 
natural extension for the Center for 
International Studies. 
"It's another way for the center to 
have an in-deptl1 presentation about 
other cultures. It's an expansion of 
our services to the international com-
munity of St. Louis [so they can] 
learn more [about) other countlies," 
Williams said. 
An objective of the Perfonning 
Arts Series is to build an audience 
through the reasonable ticket prices. 
Through the audience, it is hoped the 
seties will become self-supporting 
and able to host future international 
performances. 
"We are inviting [the audience) to 
think of UM-St. Louis as a place that 
does produce perfoID1ing art," 
Williams said. 
Other missions of the series 
include an illumination of interna-
tional cultures, a desire to provide the 
highest quality entertainment pos~i­
ble, and the potential to increase inter-
cultmal communication. 
For next year's season, Williams 
looks to' add more shows with the 
possibility of a Cuban performance to 
compliment the opening of commu-
nication with Cuba. 
This year's conceIt schedule 
includes the following shows and 
dates. 
On October 12, 1999, Yuka 
Uzibuse. tbe Zulu dance and drum-
ming troupe which includes 24 
dancers, drummers, and singers, will 
bling to life rituals of South Africa 
These marriage, war, birth, and death 
rites embody the culture and life of 
the perfolTIlers and their ancestors. 
On Nov. to, Nikos Touliatos will 
play ancient Byzantine, Demotic, 
folk, and modem music. 
On Jan. 26, 2000, Altan, mostly 
from the northwestern countries of 
Donegal and Derry, plays an Irish and 
energetic Celtic concert containing 
ballads, jigs, and modern folk-based 
tunes. 
On March 31 , 2000, erhu virtuoso 
George Gao wilJ perform. Gao has 
been Emmy-nominated for his 
delightful and exhilarating erhu per-
fOlTIlances. His music has been.fea-
tured on television dramas, such as 
"Earth: Final Conflict" and movies. 
Apr. 13, 2000; Kati Karoda, who 
starred in the off-Broadway version 
of The Joy Luck Club, performs nine 
char'acters in her solo perfolTIlance. 
These characters incorporate the Noh 
and Kabuki styles with poetic ele-
gance. 
All pelformances are at 8 p.m. in 
the lC. Penney Auditorium. Tickets 
are $15 for adults, $11 for seniors 
over the age of 65, and $7 for students 
with ID's. For more information on 
the Performing Arts Series, call 
(314)516-7299 . . 
"I guarantee [the audience] will 
see some of the finest acts brought to 
St. Louis, so they will not be wasting 
their time, money, or energy. They 
will be very well rewarded for attend-
ing the performance," Williams said. 
brighte campus 
By AMY LOMBARDO 
.-............ ......... ........... ..... . 
staff editor 
A gather-
mg of 
UM-St. 
Lou is 
students 
. and facul-
ty was 
spotted 
making a run . 
for it on 
Tuesday. They 
weren't trying 
to avoid classes, 
. however. Instead, 
they were joining 
in the annual 
Campus Fun Run. 
The race, which 
takes place every fall , 
has been a tradition for 
many years. It gives both 
dedicated athletes and 
energetic amateurs a 
chance to struttheir stuff on 
campus. 
Although the latter part 
of the day was drenched in rain, 
the early afternoon was clear 
and dry. This semester the tum-
out was a little low, but the overall 
feeling was still positive. The group 
of 10 met at the Mark Twain Building 
at 12:30 p.m. and chose between a 3-
mile or 1.5-mile course. The run is 
designed mostly for enjoyment pur-
poses, but it still has a bit of a com-
petitive edge. 
Al Carson, a graduate student 
working on his master's degree in 
education, has run in 
the event for the past 
four years. This 
time he won 
"best stu-
dent" in the 
3-mile 
category. 
"It was 
a blast," 
Carson said. 
"In years past 
we've had more 
participants, but 
it's always a fun 
time.'~ 
J 0 h n 
" Antognoli, senior l lecturer in mathe-
~ matics and computer 
.!y science, got 'best male' 
.; in the 1.5-mile category. 
~ "It was a really great ! day," Antognoli said. 'Tm l not a runner, but I'm having 
t! a runner's high!" 
Mai Ly, a UM-St. Louis stu-
dent, took 'best female' in the 1.5-
mile. In the 3-mile run, the faculty 
winners included Connie Jeffries, 
department specialjst in continuing 
education, as 'best female' and 
Robert Marquis, associate professor 
in biology, as 'best male.' T-shirts 
were awarded to the victors. 
Crossing the finish line is not just 
about beating the other participants. 
It's about an individual doing his or 
her personal best. 
"You run for yourself You just try 
to push yourself and do a little better 
each time," Carson says: 
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Tho ughts 
for Todav 
"'Husbands are like 
fires. They go out if 
unattended. ' 
·Zsa Zsa Gabor 
Credit: The 1,911 Best Things 
Ever Said 
'~Tbe first duty of a 
revolutionary is to ge.t 
away with it.1> 
·Abbie Hoffman 
Credit: www.people . 
gopl ay. com! quoteci ty 
"Victory goes to the 
player who makes the 
next to last mistake." 
·saviellv Gr;goriev;fch 
Tartakow er 
Credit:The 1,911 Best Things 
Ever Said 
~Do what you can} 
wfth what you have, 
where you are, ~ 
-Theodore Roosevelt 
Credit: www.people. 
goplay. com! quotecity 
.. If all economists 
were laid end to eBd, 
they would not reach 
a couduslon.'t 
-George Bernard Shaw 
Credit: Peter's Quotations :. 
Ideas For Our Time 
, Harsh reality of job market lowers high expectations 
' .. 
OUTSIDE IN 
B ECK Y R ICKARD 
I'm a drean1er but not a daydream 
believer (or a homecoming queen for 
that matter). When I was a full-time 
college student, I used .to imagine 
what my ftrst "real" job would be 
like. In fact, I used to doodle my cor-
porate signature allover my notes in 
Spanish II. I didn' t realize then that I 
don't sign the paychecks. 
I had a pseudo-real job during the 
summer breaks of my freshman and 
sophomore year. The ftrst summer, I 
thought it was cool to have a 
nametagdangling from my belt loop 
or blazer pocket, until I lost it about 
five times and paid a grand total of 
$50 to replace the mysterious 
nametags, which are now located in 
my junk drawer as a reminder of the 
Ghost of Crappy Jobs Past. 
I kept that job the next summer 
because it was decent money and 
good work experience, or so I con-
vinced myself. That ,vas the summer 
I realized that this company could've 
paid a trained monkey to do what I 
did. Actually, I think the monkeys at 
Grant's Farm enjoyed their jobs more 
than I did. 
After a three-year stint of waiting 
tables and finishing my English 
degree, TADA' I got my first job. I 
had been through so many interviews 
that didn' t lead into job offers that I 
wasn't picky about where I worked 
because I just wanted a job. BIG 
MISTAKE' If you want to talk about 
setting yourself up for failure, I'm 
fluent in the subject. 
I told everyone I loved my job for 
the first two months because I loved 
having ajob. that didn't involve wear-
ing a tuxedo shirt. Then the reality 
set in. I was the lowest person on the 
totem pole . Sure, I made more 
money than a lot of my friends, but I 
was in an industry that appeared last 
on my career interests list. Not only 
was I in this industry, but it was also 
my job to know everything about the 
industry and its new developments in 
the U.S. and St. Louis mark~ts. I set 
myself up for unhappiness, which 
ultimately led to failure. 
I imagined myself being a part of 
a team that made decisions to better 
the company. Of course, I also imag-
ined myself as the first professional 
woman baseball player after the '82 
World Series. I wanted to be relied 
on, the gal that could get the job done 
right. In reality, I was the proofread-
er of all office memos. I was the 
"idea girl" whose ideas were never 
used. I was the pelfect example of 
everything I never dreamed r would 
be. 
I currently have a job I enjoy. It 
isn't imponant that this is my third 
week at this company or that I still 
don ' t know exactly what I'm doing. 
All I know is that this was a good 
career move. Although I don' t have 
everything I ever dreamed of at this 
job, I have much more than I had at 
my fIrst job. Now, I have an office 
instead of a cubicle. I have my own 
printer in my office instead of shar-
ing with 10 people. I actually need a '. 
Rolodex for all the business cards I • 
receive, and I couldn' t live witho.ut 
my planner. rm not asking to be a 
decision-maker anymore. All I ask is ~. 
to have a job that I can tolerate, to " 
work with people I enjoy, and to be , 
busy with partially interesting tasks. 
Isn't it funny how reality can change 
your dreams? 
And that's my view from the out-
side in. 
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OUR OPINION 
Plan to di-vide University 
Senate li."its students' voice 
The Conference Committee on 
Governance has proposed that 
the current University Senate be 
split into two governing bodies . 
The Faculty Senate and The 
University Council. The Faculty 
Senate would deal with issues 
pertaining directly to the faculty. 
The University CoucH would deal 
with other campus-wide issues 
such as the Budget and Planning 
Committee and the Committee 
on Physical Fadlities. Students 
would still have representation 
in the latter of the two bodies. 
We suggest: 
---
This division of the University 
Senate just limits the students' 
ability to vote on important 
matters. This is a great injustice 
to the students of this campus. 
The Student Government 
Association, under the leader-
ship of Darwin Butler, is taking a 
strong stance against this pro-
posal, as is The Current. We 
suggest you do too. 
So what do you think? 
Write a letter to the editor 
about this issue or anything else 
that's on your mind. 
It is time to look at what the 
Conference Committee on 
Governance is really trying to 
accomplish in their proposal to 
streamJine the University Senate. 
Disguised as a way to strengthen 
faculty governance, it is actuaUy 
a blatant attempt to try to strip 
more decision-making power 
from students . 
The draft proposes that the 
current University Senate be 
replaced by two bodies: a Faculty 
Senate and a University CounciL 
The Faculty Senate would deal 
with issues of faculty interest. 
This includes committees of 
appointment, tenure, and promo-
tion, among other things. The 
University Council would deal 
with campus-wide concerns, such 
as budget and planning. 
Mark Burkholder, chairperson 
of the committee, said in the 
Sept. 20 issue of The Clirrent that 
the composition of the various 
committees would not be 
changed, especially those which 
involve students. However, he 
later said this cannot be guaran-
teed. 
This plan is a travesty of jus-
tice to every student at UM-St. 
Louis. The faculty senate mem-
bers appear to be taking a divide-
and-conquer approach to the 
already embarrassingly low 21 
percent student representation in 
the senate. 
Under this new system, any-
thing the faculty wants to enact 
would simply go to the Faculty 
Senate. There appears to be no 
safeguards against interpretation 
of what is a faculty issue and 
what constitutes a campus wide 
issue . 
It is bad enough the faculty 
violated the students' trust and 
wishes by approving faculty use 
of student parking spaces while 
not reciprocating the offer to stu-
dents. Now they want to insult 
our intelligence in the name of 
streamlining the senate, by virtu-
ally taking away what little voice 
the students have left. 
It is time to send a message to 
faculty members who may have 
forgotten'who actually pays their 
bills. Student fees make up about 
47 percent of this University's 
operating budget which is the 
highest in the whole University 
of Missouri System. Simply put, 
no students, no University. 
As students , now is the time to 
make our stand. It is time to 
stomp out the apathy that has 
affected student life on this can1-
pus for so many years. This is the 
issue that can do it , and now is 
the time. 
Darwin Butler, Student 
Government Association presi-
dent, has taken a strong stance 
against this proposal. The 
Cunent stands behind Butler and 
SGA's stance against the faculty 
bullies . We urge all students to do 
the same and rally behind OUI stu-
dent leaders in their fight for rep-
resentation. 
College ne\Nspaper censorship 
\Nrongly defended in c ourt 
A major blow was struck sev-
eral weeks ago when the U.S . 6th 
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a 
previous decision that allowed 
Kentucky State University to 
confiscate 2,000 yearbooks. 
The University ruled that the 
yearbook's cover-page colors 
were wrong, and the cunent 
events page was of poor taste. 
The University blew things out of 
proportion. In turn, the courts 
failed the students. 
The 1988 Hazelwood School 
District vs. Kuhlmeier decision, 
which allowed high school prin-
cipals to censor publications, was 
a major reason the lUling was 
upheld. Kincaid vs. Gibson was 
doomed as a result of the ruling 
on high school publications. 
There is a major difference 
between high school students and 
college students. At the college 
level, censorship is silly. The 
writing core is made up of adults 
who, by law, are free to speak 
their mind. The Kincaid decision 
causes major doubt as to whether 
adults will be able to speak their 
minds in university-sanctioned 
yearbooks. 
If universities will censor for 
trivial reasons, they will take the 
opportunity to silence students 
who wish to speak out against the 
system. Therefore censorship of 
any kind is a danger to all. 
This is the reason why journal-
ism ethics exist. These ethics talk 
about minimzing harm and of 
seeking the truth and reporting it. 
The ethics serve as quidlines for 
journalists so censorship would 
not threaten the American pub-
lic 's freedom of speech. 
Any sort of censorship, be it 
from the university, government, 
or individual citizen, is not only 
alarming, but it is a threat to each 
person's rights. 
LETTERS . 
Best transportation on campus available 
for free at admissions office in Woods 
Just imagine, wouldn't it be 
great if you could get a ride to 
school each day and on the way 
relax and read the paper or do the 
last minute reading for your first 
class? Or how about a catnap? 
What if I also told you that it 
would be free? No more parking 
fees, fighting for spaces, being 
late or receiving tickets . Sound 
too good to be true? Well it's not l 
In fact we already have the 
option. 
Each semester the admissions 
office will place a sticker on your 
student ID that enables you to use 
the BiState Transit system, 
including MetroLink, for free . 
There are two UM-St. Louis sta-
tions, one at the south campus 
and one at the north campus. 
Each MetroLink station along the 
route from North Hanley to 
Forest Park and both east side 
stations have ample parking (also 
free), and the trains run from 
Kyle Miller 
Junior/Mechanical Engineering 
" 
about 6 a.m. to midnight during 
the week. 
The trains are fast, clean, and 
comfortable and I feel safe riding 
them day or night. Give it a try, 
it may be the solution to the park-
ing problems that we have been 
looking for. 
For more info , contact the 
admissions office (#?) or Bi State 
at 231-2345. 
-Susan Sanders 
Chris Carlson 
DoctoralStudent in 
Criminology 
" 
October 4, 1999 
Blast from the past 
brings high hopes 
I learned something last 
Friday: this truly is a small world. 
For those that do not know, 1 
am a stringer for another paper in 
the St. Louis area. I have the job to 
get experience and to make ends 
meet. I write for their sports sec-
tion, so there is no conflict of 
interest. 
My assignment last Friday was 
to cover a local high school foot-
ball game.. This was not an unusu-
al assignment. I cover high school 
football for the other paper every 
Friday. 
I showed up at the game at my 
usual time, about 
half an hour before 
kickoff. The game 
was a blow-out, and 
the result was not in 
doubt early in the 
second quarter. 
Instantly I recognized the 
name. This guy was a former edi-
tor-in-chief of Th e CI/rrent! 
I told him who I was, and we 
started talking. We talked about 
tbe game, various topics in local 
sports, and about om experiences 
at The Current. 
\Vhen the topic of The Current 
came up, we instantly had many 
things in common. He asked if 
certain administrators were still at 
UM-St. Louis, if certain profes-
sors were still there, and if The 
CLl rrent was sti 11 at its same loca-
tion. 
We compared 
notes about differ-
ent problems and 
situations that 
affected our tenures 
as editor. 
With the game 
dragging, I found 
several people on 
the sidelines to talk 
to. I do this regard-
less of the score 
because most of the 
people on the side-
lines are with one of 
.JOE HARRIS 
The results and 
stories were very 
similar. In five min-
utes of conversa-
tion, we found at 
least IO different 
things that bap-
pened to both of us. 
Of course, I then 
.... ,. ... ........ .. .... .. .. . . 
editor-in-chiel 
the teams, and they know more 
than the statistics can tell. For 
example, by talking to one guy 
last Friday, I found out that one of 
the players is being heavily 
recruited by some of the top foot-
ball schools in the country. In fact , 
this player was flown by a very 
prestigious school to their can1pus 
in the school' s private jet. 
Needless to say, that little piece of 
information gave me an angle I 
didn't know to look for. 
So while I'm talking to people 
on the sidelines, I came across 
another gentleman who was obvi-
ously a member of the press. I 
found out his name and for what 
paper he was writing. 
picked his brain at 
how to solve these dilemmas. 
The experience was very 
insightful and worthwhile for both 
of us. I got some new ideas on 
how to handle old problems, and 
he, in his own words, "saw him-
self five years ago." 
The experience was very eye-
opening for me. Lately I have. had 
more complaints about this job 
than good memOlies, but after 
talking to this former editor, I 
began to realize what a wonderful 
opportunity I have this year. 
His experiences helped him 
grow as a person and helped him 
along in his career. After Friday 
night, I have no doubts that the 
same wiU happen for me. 
Sick of hearing radio 
stations sell-outs 
I've been suffering from radio 
burnout lately. If I hear' Smash 
Mouth, Bush, Citizen King or 
Sugar Ray one more time I'm 
going to scream. 
Don't get me wrong. Each 
band is good in its own right. I 
like each group and own a copy of 
each group's disc. The problem 
comes when radio stations play 
the same music over and over all 
day. 
I know they get requests and if 
they don't play that all-important 
Backstreet Boys request then 
someone else probably will. That 
doesn't make it light. 
Most of the time 
I listen to the radio 
to hear a somewhat 
familiar song. But 
lately the same 
song I had wanted 
to listen to is 
haunting me. How 
many more times 
do we really need ' 
to hear "Scar 
Tissue" by the Red 
The general public isn't being 
expo ed to enough good I1ew 
music. We keep getting the same 
retreads throwing their music out. 
Rabid fans go out and buy the 
same artist over and over. They let 
mainstream radio decide what is 
'good music' and never attempt to 
look for themselves. 
I was once one of those people 
who only listened to what had 
already hit. I listened to a lot of 
oldies and top-40. The older I got 
the more mundane these genres 
had gotten for me. So I started lis-
tening to stations such as KDHX 
which play a variety of music. 
Most bands the 
Hot Chili Peppers? ., .. ~~':4 . r::»':' ."'KIN 
everyday person has 
never heard of and 
probably never will. 
Another station 93.3 
FM also plays music 
many people have 
never hear·d. The dif-
ference is KNSX 
plays new music 
from popular artists . 
Instead of playing 
the same tracks over 
and over it debuts 
the new singles from 
Too many peo- managing editoT 
pIe let their listen-
ing pleasure be decided by MTY. 
A secret of success has been to 
throw a band over and over into 
peoples faces on television. It 
spells sales for the label. The label 
then has more money to pour into 
MTV's advertising, who then will 
play the same video over and over 
again. How else do you explain 
someone like Mariah Carey? Her 
new single is almost laughable yet 
it still is in rotation on every video 
show and radio station. That is 
what's wrong with music today. 
Dustin Ries 
Senior I Marketing 
" 
popular artist. And while "The 
Point" claims to play new music 
first they are often scooped by 
93.3. 
1'm not trying to bash any of 
the radio stations. I realize that 
each is trying to fill a specific 
niche in St. Louis. It all comes 
down to business. They need to 
make their money, hence they 
play what is popular at the 
moment, even if that means play-
ing the same Britney Spears sin-
gle 3S times a day. 
Noelle Fearn 
Doctoral Student in 
Criminology 
" 
Who is H.D. and what is When are we going to get rid Where did the $8 Million go, Where does my parking and does this mean the Pikes Black Tar? of Blanche Touhill? 
will be recognized? fee go? 
" " " " 
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• Offe sive woes p ague l11en 
R-men earn split, 
score only once 
BY NICK BOWMAN 
special to The Current 
The RiveIl11en looked to improve 
their conference record in contests 
against Southem Indiana (4-2-1, 1-2) 
and conference rival Quincy (3-4-2, 
2-1-1) , but could only muster one 
goal over the two game span. 
"We need to capitalize on our scor-
ing opportunities if we are going to 
compete in the Great Lakes Valley 
Conference," senior midfielder 
Bobby Carter said. "It is a very open 
conference this year and if we can cre-
ate more turnovers. we can win." 
111e fIrst match, against 50uthem 
Indiana, featured a superb defensive 
showing, led by sophomore goalkeep-
er Adam Bamstead, who started in 
place of Kevin McCarthy, who was 
pulled out due to a hip injury that has 
recently bothered him. 
The defenses for both tearns 
played with an extremely high inten-
sity level, and in the 27th minute 
things got a little too high as senior 
midfIelder RYlll Inkley of UM-St. 
Louis and defenseman Brian Peroutka 
of 50uthem Indiana got into a fIght in 
the 27th minute, which resulted in red 
cards being drawn on both players. 
Alumni honored 
during halfti111e 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
staff editor 
At halftime of the men's and 
women's soccer games, members of 
previous RivermenlRivenvomen . 
teams were honored in the UM-St. 
Louis Soccer AJumni Day, 
The event was part of the group 
effort led by the Development Officer 
of Athletics, Mike Meyer, to get the 
alumni more involved at UM-St. 
Louis. Meyer stressed the importance 
not to lose touch with those players 
that move on from the University. 
"It is not unusual for fomler ath-
letes not to be really contacted by their 
fOIl11er teams," Meyer said. "We are 
trying to get people back and help sup-
port our programs. We have over 
10,000 lost alumni, but it is getting a 
lot easier to follow them through other 
contacts." 
Arlene Allmeyer, who played for 
UM-St. Louis from 1981-82 md was 
part of the Rivenvomen's teanl that 
advaIlced to the Final Four that season 
thought the event was a success and 
enjoyed it. 
The J O-on-lO soccer that resulted 
was very benefIcial for UM-5t Louis, 
as the Rivermen outs hot Southem 
Indiana 8 -1 in the second half. 
The only goal of the game carne in 
the 88th minute on a beautiful20-yard 
left-footer from dead center by fresh-
man Ryan Smith, with an assist 
recorded to Justin Clanton. 
Stephanie Plattl [be Currenl 
Riverman midfielder Drew Wilson (4) defends against a Quincy attacker in last Sunday's Great Lakes 
Valley Conference battle. The Rivermen lost the game 1-0, dropping UM-St. Louis' GLVC record to 
1-3. 
"I thought it was great that they 
made the effon to bring the alurmu 
back together," Allmeyer said. ''It is 
great rekindling old friendships." 
Beth Emst, a 1997 alumni. thought 
the idea worked well and wishes more 
success down the road. 
"I think it is a great idea," Emst 
said. ,·It is impOltant for the program 
and for the alumni. I was k-ind of dis-
appointed that more people did not 
show up, but they ar'e headed in the 
right direction." "That second half was ours," 
Redmond said. "We dominated the 
offensive side of the ball. (But) we 
really need to capitalize on our scor-
ing opportunities." 
The Rivelmen won the contest 1-
o. 
The second match, against confer-
ence rival Quincy, was a very compet-
itive and very defensive-minded 
garne. 
McCarthy was back in the nets for 
this contest. ar1d it showed a.'i the 
whole team settled in for a great 
defensive effort, allowing only six 
shots on goal. But again, the 
Ri,ermen failed to capitalize on arlY 
of their eight shots on goal. as they 
were shut out for the fourth time this 
sea.~on 1-0. 
Matt Mader of Quincy scored the 
only goal of the game, on m assist 
from Matt Vollink in the 60th minute. 
R-Womenw·n roller 
coaster thri ler 3·2 
Siemens' overtime header erases 
second half defensive break dOlun 
BY D AVE KINWORTHY half. 
.. ... .... " ... ---".". 
staff' editor 
The Riverwomen soccer tearn has 
had its ups and downs this season, but 
like the wind, the Riverwomen were 
able to change directions and are 
headed in the right direction. 
UM-St. Louis played host to 
Quincy University in a very aggres-
The Riverwomen, although giv-
ing up the goal, remained patient 
and dominated the play from there 
on ont. 
UM-St. Louis finally got an 
opportunity arld scored with 15:54 
left in the game on a goal by Cory 
Chik. 
But Quincy persisted and scored 
with 1: OJ left 
sive and emo-
tional game. 
The 
Riverwomen 
were out-
played L'l the 
flrst half, in 
large part due 
to the wind 
factor in favor 
, , ------- in the garlle to 
send the match 
lTl into overtime. 
U' e don't want to score a Maintaining 
goal leading 2-1. We are fight. a lead has been 
ing the clock more than we are a recent prob-
lem for the 
fighting our opponents at that Riverwomen, 
point. and the answer 
of Quincy. 
-Beth Goetz One of the 
lone scoring 
chmces came 
by Canie 
Marino in the 
Riverwomen Soccer Coach 
is simply said, 
but not simply 
done. 
"In the first 
------- " ------ half, we almost 
gave up a goal 
flrst half, but the shot sailed over the 
cross-bar. 
Still in the flrst half, Marino made 
a nice cross to Sarah Kalish who 
pounced on the opportunity and 
scored on a headball. 
At halftime, the Riverwomen led 
1-0. 
Quincy came out strong in the sec-
ond half as they scored to even the 
contest only three minutes into the 
towar-ds the end of the half," Head 
Coach Beth Goetz said. 'They defi-
nitely lacked a focus and the concen-
tration. We don't want to score a goal 
leading 2-1. We are fighting th.e clock 
more thm we are the opponents at 
that point." 
In oveltime, the Riverwomen 
see WOMEN, page 10 
""''hen a team starts lacking in the 
scoring depanment, a coach first 
wonders if his team is creating good 
scoring chances," Redmond said. 
"(Our) team is creating them. we just 
don't seem to be in any ort of groove. 
(left) Stegman seemed to be earlier in 
the season, but nobcxiy has picked up 
his momentum, arld that shows as we 
have oniy s.;ored two goals in the last 
five games." 
The Rivermen '5 conference record 
stands at 1-3, but the record does not 
show the mentality of the team. 
"We still have the entire second 
half of the season to go, and (we) 
still have a lot of room for improve-
ment before the end," Redmond 
said. "Our main focus at this point is 
finishing plays. We need to get 
downfield a lot quicker than we 
have been. keep th.e opposing 
defenses from regrouping on us, and 
stay fonvard. We have a very potent 
offense, they just need to capitalize 
on their opportwuties." 
Recent alWll Trent Woodrick, still 
misses the action, but believes the pro-
gram is getting stronger, 
"It is very difficult especially when 
you played ball with these guys who 
see ALUMNI page 10 
Volleybal11oses heartbreaker 
BY DAVE KINWORTHY 
staff editor 
TIle Riverwomen volleyball teanl 
took on Wisconsin-Parks ide at home 
in a thriller. 
In the first set UM-St. Louis got 
behind early 4-7, but mounted a 
comeback to even the contest 8-8. 
Holly Zrout broke UM-5t. Louis 
from an even game 11-11 as she 
sen/ed three straight points pushing 
the lead to 14-11. 
The Rivenvomen then continued 
to roll from there winning the first set 
15-12. 
In the second set, Wisconsin-
Parkside led from the beginning and 
never looked back. Wisconsin-
Parkside served three aces in the set. 
The Riverwomen came as close a<; 
6-10, but never came back from the 
deficit. 
In the third set, UM -5t. LDuis made 
crucial mistakes while seT¥ing the 
ball. The Riverwomen served the ball 
out of bounds flve times during the 
set 
UM-St. Louis and Wisconsin-
Parkside were tied at 9-9, but Parkside 
eventually won the set 9-15. 
In the fourth set, U1vl-St. Louis led 
early 7-2 and never looked back as 
they \von the set 15-10 forcing a fifth 
set. Anne McCord led the 
Rivelwomen in the set with numerous 
blocks at the net. 
During the fifth-set tie-breaker, the 
lead switched nearly every possession 
and was tied at 15-15 before 
Wisconsin-Par'kside pulled out two 
points for the victory. 
Stephanie Platt! The Cimenl 
Yorhena Panama (12) dives for a ball in a recent match against Southern Indiana. Panama will be a key. 
for the Riverwomen as they try to rebound from a slow start against conference foes IUPU-Fort Wayne 
and Southern Indiana this week. 
DAVE 
KINWORTHY 
sports editor 
phone: 516-5174 
fax: 516-6811 
Men's 
Soccer 
vs Kent. Wesleyan 
3:00 p,m., Sat., Oct. 9 
vs Bellarmine 
3:00 p,m., Sun, Oct. 10. 
Volleyball 
at IUPU-Ft. Wayne 
TEA., Fri. Oct. 8 
at Southern Indiana 
2:00 p.m.)Sat. Oct. 9 
Women's 
Soccer 
vs Kent. Wesleyan 
12:30 p,m., Sat., Oct. 9 
vs Bellarmil1.e 
12:30 p.m., Sun., Oct. 10 
Men's Soccer 
Women's Soccer 
Volleyball 
Kinworthy's Column 
And _baseball's most valuable player is • • • Chipper Jones 
LATEST Scoop 
D AVE K INWORTHY 
Is it Mark McGwire or is it 
Sammy Sosa who will win the 
National League Most Valuable 
Player this year? 
The answer is neIther. 
Granted, both McGwire and 
Sosa have had productive seasons 
hitting the long ball, but the two just 
have not helped their team, as Sosa 
did last season, contend for a play-
off birth. The key ingredient to 
selecting the MVP is how much of 
an asset the player truly is to his 
teanl. 
McGwire, you could argue, 
because of his 500 home runs over 
the length of his career and the tow-
ersome moon-shots that he hits , 
attracts more fans than a light 
attracts mosquitos. 
Sosa is a good candidate as well, 
but his team has done equally as 
bad as the Cardinals this season. 
Granted, Sosa was the first man to 
hit back-to-back 60 home nm sea-
sons, but without a well-rounded 
team and depth in the pitching cate-
gory for the Chicago Cubs, Sosa 
will not be considered. 
A case coulo be made for players 
like Craig Biggio, who has led the 
Houston Astros to arlOther success-
ful season, but the pitching behind 
Jose Lima has also been a pleasant 
surprise for the Astros. 
The case could also be argued 
for Tony Gwynn. TIllS 3,000 hit 
man has done the impossible. His 
batting average alone each and 
every season is impressive. With 
the core of the San Diego Padres 
gone, Gwynn has still remained 
passionate towards baseball. 
Maybe we should consider Ron 
Gant for the MVP award. The new 
MVP award will now be given to 
the player who strikes out the most 
in a single season while holding a 
grudge with his manager over per-
sonal matters. 
But the answer to the question is 
quite easy: Chipper Jones. 
His play over the past two weeks 
has been the saving grace for the 
Atlanta Braves. 
Along with his quick glove at 
third base, Jones has been swinging 
a red-hot bat all year long as he has 
amassed over 40 homeruns and 
over 100 RBIs already. 
The decision carne quickly for 
me when I saw Jones play against 
the New York Mets this past week. 
Jones was the standout leader of the 
Braves, hitting · countless crucial 
home runs that won the game for 
the Braves. 
Let's face it, if the Braves did 
not have Jones, they would not be 
where they are right now-having 
already clinched another division 
title . 
The Braves have been slumping 
all year long, and Jones has been 
there to rescue them in their time of 
need. 
The Braves, with struggling 
starting pitching earlier in the year, 
counted on their offensi ve power to 
win the ballgames. 
With a lineup featuring Ryan 
Klesko, Brian Jordan, and Bret 
Boone, the lineup was secure with 
J ones as the other addition. 
But the Braves struggled, Jordan 
went down with a series of injuries, 
and Boone and Klesko struggled at 
the plate. 
Jones has restored the Braves to 
the top of their division once again. 
Losing is not a thing .that Atlanta 
fans have become accustomed to, 
and Jones will not allow it to start 
now. 
, 
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Health Services reaches out t o students 
BY KEN DUNKIN 
senior editor 
Looking to get more students to 
_ come to their facilities, the University 
Health Services held an open house 
last Wednesday. . 
TIle event was held to infonn stu-
dents about the new women's health 
clinic on the UM-St. Louis campus. 
The clinic opened last April but was-
n' t heavily promoted as the semester 
was near a close. With students on 
campus, the center is looking to get 
more students into their clinic. The 
event drew around 100 people. 
"We wanted to increase awareness 
on this campus ," said Jill f\mold, a 
nurse practitioner. 'We wanted to 
infonn women that they can come to 
us to have their exams done." 
Included in the exam for women 
are a physical and pap smear test. The 
cost is $1 S, and appointments are 
required. The available times are on 
Mon.-Thurs. from 2-5 PM. Three 
women can be helped per day as 
appointments last one hour. 
University Health Services \vill 
celebrate Health Awareness Day on 
Oct. 6. TIle. event will begin at lOam 
and go to 4 pm in 127 Woods Hall. 
Free to the fIrst IS people who attend 
will be a cholesterol check, a TB test, 
a hearing screening, and a pregnancy 
test. 
"\Ve try to have two awareness 
days a year," Arnold said. "We hope 
it encourages people to come in and 
see what we can do for them." 
~rr ~HAP T -r"S - . ~ES ;J... \.I .£. 'I,-.j!J. LAN ' 
STUDENTS HA LF--
Breast cancer awareness month designed. to r-aise awareness 
BY JENNY THALHEIMER 
. · ··· ·· · ij~dg~,~· iIe;:ald .. ·-·· ....... . 
(U-WIRE) MADISON; Wis.- To 
create awareness of the leading cancer 
diagnosed in American women, 
October has been declared National 
Breast Cancer Awareness Month. 
Statistics from the National Cancer 
Institute report that each year more 
than 180,000 women in the United 
States learn they have breast cancer. 
"Breast cancer can be successfully 
treated when detected early," Christy 
Smith, a breast cancer survivor, said. 
M 
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"It begins with learning about, being 
comfortable with and knowing the 
changes happening in your body." 
Smith, 25 , said she began perfonn-
ing self- examinations after reading 
about the growing number of 
American women who are d iagnosed 
with cancer each year. 
"I was afraid I would become 
anothcr statistic," she said. "r didn't 
feel immune to the disease." 
ll1e Susan G . Kernen Foundation 
recommends that cljnical breast exam-
inations should begin at least every 
three years for women, beginning at 
age 20 and annually after 40. 
Become familiar with the normal 
look and feel of your breasts, theJoun-
dation suggested. If any change 
occurs, you should have a clinical J 
breast examination, it added. 
The most effective method for early 
detection of breast cancer found by the 
ACS and NCr is a mammogram. 
A maJJ1mogram is an X-~y picture J 
of the breast with an ability to reveal 
any breast changes that may be cancer, 
prior to any visual or palpitable symp-
toms 
The Ncr has issued a list of symp-
toms women should be aware of when ¥ 
perfornling a self-examination. ; 
It advises women with a lump or 
thickening near or in the breast, 
change in size or shape, tenderness or 
discharge, as well as any change in the 
iook of the skin of the breast, to take 
immediate action. 
r---------------------------------~~----_=4i~ 
CORRECTIONS 
, 
~ 'PRICE BO WLING * 11e7 DR.ST CI'lPITCL OR. y 0 ~ 
In issue 964, the names of Ann Manis and Doris Wesley were 
SVv'itched in a photo caption, and Wesley's name was misspelled. 
The story incorrectly identified Wesley_ She is the author of "Lift 
Every Voice and Sing: St. Louis African-Americans in the 20th 
Century." The title of this book was misspeHed. We regret .Clny 
confusion this might have caused_ 
STCHARLES MO 53331 e 
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Bike The Katy rai l 
Saturd ay, October 9 , 1999 
Cost: FREE TO STUDENTS! !! (with $10 deposit refunded upon arrival) 
Transportation: 8: meet at lTh1-St. 
9:0~ am -
~~5:00 
IL 
e provided with a trip itinerary w en 
Cosponsored and Conducted by Student Activities, RecITational Sports, University Program Board and funded by Student Fees 
HEADACHES? 
UNITY HEALTH RESEARCH 
is conducting research on headaches. 
If you have: 
• 4 to1 0 tension headaches 
• no more than one migraine per month 
• are between the ages of 18 and 65 
you may qualify to participate in this 
research study. 
BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
STUDY DRUG 
AND 
STUDY RELATED CONSULTATION AT NO COST 
REIMBURSEMENT FOR STUDY RELATED TIME AND TRAVEL 
PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
#~~ 
UNITY 
HEALTH 
UNITY HEALTH RESEARCH 
314-205-0007, EXT. 105 
Medical Group 
, ~------------------------- 
L 
UMSL 
One of tbe best Haul)ted aifractiol)s i~ An)~rica , 
a"ording 10 tangoria Magazine. teaturir)9 
;0 ne III interactive s,e~es, spedal effects, 
3l)imatioos, Horror Museum, Scare·Oke, 
Horror 1'bealre. el)tertail)ment from tbe ~ead 
~ Ivis "Wis,o "WJ. and foe amazi!)g 50-minute 
'world falT)ous· Adam t'lowers' IIlusiol) Sbo-w 
,,,eludil)g levetatiol)s a!)d people burl)ed ali ve! 
I LOCATED IN HISTOIlI(SOULARO 
THEALL NEW 
.. - -
SCRE AMWORl,D'S 3 AYTRACTIONS: 
DOMINION OF THE VAMPIRE, I NDUSTRIAL 
T ERROR & H·ORNB UCKEl.'S CORNFIELD. 
LIVE SHOWS" RE.J!..1. FORTUNE TELLERS. 
ON E ADMISSION GETS YOU INTO ALl. 3 
HAUNTED ATTRACTIONS, WHERE YOU MAY 
GO THRO UGH EACH AS MA~Y TIMES AS 
YOUR HEART WI LL ALLOW! 
I HWY1411~1 HNTOI>{ til SPRINGOALE POOL COMPLEX 
T HE ALL N E\-\i 
HAT'NTED SeREA 1 PARK 
Experlence Tbe World's Biggest All 3·D Haunted 
Attraction. New technology called" chromodeptb" 
allows for tile most unique haunted experience of 
your life, featuring 20 new scenes, a black-bole 
sptnning tunnel challenging yo ur equiliblium 
and the world's only 3·D goriUa In captivity. 
Experience your own VisIons of Terror In 3-0. 
I 19TH ,," WASH INGTO N DOWNTOWN 
H~~~t~':f"2 .. ~I::::>U:.. (314) 631 -8000 Visit:._.halloy!eenproclu~tion5.cam 
MIGRRINE 
SUFFERERS 
UNITY HEALTH RESEARCH 
IS CONDUCTING RESEARCH 
ON MIGRAINE HEADACHES 
BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
STUDY RELATED INVESTIGATIONAL DRUG 
AND 
STUDY RELATED CONSULTATION AT NO COST, 
REIMBURSEMENT FOR STUDY RELATED TIME AND TRAVEL 
PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 
#~~ . 
UNITY 
HEALTH 
UNITY HEALTH RESEARCH . 
314-205-0007, EXT. 105 
Medical Group 
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DISASTER, from page 1 CHILDREN, from page 1 
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exercise, we just don't know what 
time it is, and there were notices on 
the front door of Benton Hall. We 
knew that there was a specific exer-
cise today," Corey said, "because 
there was an e-mail message on 
Friday afternoon." 
Hickerson said this simulation was 
the first at UM-St. Louis on this large 
scale, and that they are considering 
doing simulations of earthquakes or 
tornadoes that could involve the entire 
campus. He said when those kinds of 
disaster affect the surrounding com-
munities UM-St. Louis may become 
isolated. 
"On the outside world, outside of 
campus, hospitals and schools, ele-
mentary and secondary, those [institu-
tions] would have the tligh priority," 
Hickerson said. "So, it may take them 
a day or so to get to us. We would 
need to be able to take care of our-
selves." 
.~.~.~.~.~.~~ .. !~.?r::: . .P~fl .. ! .................... ................... ..................................... . 
seeing more structural poverty from 
families that are employed and need 
us every month to remain stable." 
lies in St. Louis ." 
support they needed because they 
have been trying to implement pro-
grams, trying to get more parents 
more involved in these schools and 
that this information supports the 
need for that." 
. Pierce said the study's findings 
also indicate that schools should be 
sensitive towards gender differences 
when developing support programs. 
"Because boys and girls respond 
to violence differently we have to be 
very much aware of developing dif-
ferent programs for boys and girls in 
schools," Pierce said. 
Communities, and agents within 
communities also have to get 
involved, Pierce said. Programs 
designed to keep ctlildren safe when 
school is over are needed within the 
community. 
Pierce said she believes schools 
are becoming more aware of their 
role in protecting children from vio-
lence, but that attention should be 
focused on events outside of school. 
J'''' - , 
;);1' . 
~ y;get' caught up in it! 
~ .. ~:r~~ . 
Betty Chitwood, campus minister 
I at U.M. St. Louis , also works to feed 
the poor. 
Koenen said that the 425 indepen-
dent neighborhood food pantries pro-
vide for 300,000 people in the metro 
area. 
Run, Walk, Rock or Roll pledge 
sheets are available from participating 
food pantries, !rno's Pizza locations 
and Schnucks grocery stores. 
(i 
i: 
"Without these pantries there 
would be people tonight with no food 
on their plates," Chitwood said, 'They 
provide meals for thousands of farni-
YOU HAVE THE EDUCATION 
DO YOU HAVE THE SKILLS FOR 
A CAREER IN THES4LES,\VORLD? 
"How to EARN using what you've LEARNED" 
Apply on the web 
and get up to =~!!I of 
FREE calling time.* 
• 
Is SALES is the Career For You? - Le.:'1m How To 
SeJ I and Gel the EXjX!licnce you Need. 
Join 20 year sales veteran "Sal Easterly" for a life 
experience seminar to get what youdeservc for yow' 
educational investment. 
Learn interviewing techniques that will be used in 
lIfComing interviews. And get a slep up on your 
competition. 
Get the experj'~lCe that eml?!oyers are looking for. 
Learn how to se 1 and get started on your way to 
a rewarding career. 
Where: JC Penney Bldg., Rm. #78 UM-St Louis 
Ounpus 
When: Wed. October 27, 1999 
. ' Time: 6PMto 10 PM 
• Material: Work book to be supplied 
• C.ost: $25.00 at door, call for reservation at 314-
832-1397. Seating is limited to 40 rcservatioffi. 
E-mail-csla@worldnet.aU.net 
Web Site: WW\·\·. warior.com 
• !!=~ of FREE calling 
time just for applying. 
• Apply on the internet 
and get an additional 
=, ~ of FREE calling 
time when you make 
your first purchase. 
(!!=~ if you apply 
by phone.) 
www.gtecard.com 
or 
1-888-591-7900 
• Get a ~~e rebate 
towards calling on 
all purchases. t 
• No annual fee. 
• No credit history 
required. 
Sol EastHteyhas b_memploy.d byFCt'~ffi' 500 ctrnpanies 
",.mging. hring firing. wd IrWling saltS peopl. for lht l.st2U 
ye6.rs. He isa be lie ... erlh~l selling is tho caI.lnI1Y·$ mostimpc<tanl. 
prof"",on fet cr .aling neww. al lh. He i, also on" Alumni of 
UMSL. Class of 80 It,d ':£'!1lEmlo ;>.l • ."nd >ales managO'm en!. a. , 
C"'~'r. G eHing sales e'p.ritnce w ithout a job is diffi cul~ but this 
•• minor .. i ll fill any sKills th.t may b. locking. £Xp.n·onef "',@s 
gr,t1i1!1Fl'<lW ftfri t .. 
·Caliing time will automatically be credited to your GTE CaJling 
Card accouot.. t When you c.at1"Y a balance from month to month. 
CalloUT tolHrll. numb e r- or visit our web .ite for c.omplete 
disclo·,u-r. of terms mnd conditions. 
A $1000 prize will be awarded in 
an Essay Contest. All UM-St. 
Louis are eligible to enter. Entries 
must be received by Friday, Oct. 
22. 
Winner will be announced at 
a reception on Nov. 17, 1999. 
Submit essays to the Center for 
International Studies, Room 366 
SSB. More information can also 
be obtained in 366 SSB. 
All entries become property of the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis. All works 
must avoid plagiarism and partisian politics . 
PROMOTE 
DAY 
AND "IN 
$IOOO! 
United Nations Day 
is October 24th, 
1999. 
This contest is endowed by Dorothy Schneider, former Red Cross overseas 
worker, college faculty member (English Department) in San Diego, 
California, and St. Charles, Missouri, and author of the UN resolution to 
create United Nations Day as an international holiday. 
r:RIDAY 
OCTOBER 
15TW 
7:00 p", 
.MARk 
TWAIN 
ATWLETIC 
CENTER 
r::=REE 
BRING ID 
"Children in an urban environ-
ment see much more violence in their 
community than they'll ever see in 
their schools," Pierce said. "So I think 
that for these children, we need to be 
concerned about what's going on out-
side of school." 
Pierce said these children view 
school as a safe place. She said these 
ctlildren reported feelings of anxiety 
when school ended because that 
meant they were out on the street. 
Pierce presented her study in a lec-
ture entitled "Ctlildren and Violence" 
Sept . 27 in the J.e. Penney building. 
The study originated from her work 
in the Be A Star substance abuse pro-
gram designed (0 steer children clear 
of alcohol and drugs. The study start-
ed when many of the children report-
ed witnessing numerous acts of com-
munity violence. The lecture was a 
part of UM-St. Louis' Monday noon 
senes. 
~~ !PG-131PAREITUTlUlISlYCAIITIOIEII- 1 www.superstarmovie.com :~ 
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WEHRENBERG 
ARNOLD CINE' 
I·SS AND AIC1"'.ARCSOH M.\i) 
IIl2-C1.'" 
WEHREHBERG anc 
CHESTERFIELD MALL 4 GALLERIA tl:!. 
tfM'. 6V & Cl.t.RtCSOtl SA.m l()Jj5 GAl1.ERIA 
m-o.'E 7l1-!722 
ana 
CREVE COEUR 12 
ctN'E 8..VD l Cl.D otIt"t ST Rll 
~i-tAMC 
WEHRENBERG 
HALLS FERRY 14 
I ·l~' HEW HlJ.LS F!RR'I 
m·CIl/E 
WEHRENBERG 
KENRICK 8 CINE' 
i fJi5WMSQHHD 
B22..cINE 
8 
WEHRENBERG 
RONNIE'S 8 CINE' 
LlNOS. &. BAPTIST Cit RD. 
!2'2-GIHE 
WEHRENBERG 
ST. CHARLES 18 CINE' 
1Wr'Y. 9-I AT PAAll.E RiJ 
W-tIHE 
WEHRENBERG ana 
NORTHWEST PLAZA 10 WEST OLIVE 16 
IN Tl-lE MAll. CIl..M & ~HG PINtS 
m-CINE 5\ H "61M. 
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT - NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS ACCEPTED 
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Credit card companies target st ,udents .~.~.~.!..~.~ ... ~.~!~ . .!~?",!:~. 'p"qf/!.J ..................................................... .. 
BY GAVIN PRATT 
(U-WIRE) NEW HAVEN, 
Conn.-- Credit card companies are 
lining up at college campuses nation-
wide to peddle their wares -- often 
illegally, and often only with money 
on their minds. 
Promising free T-shirts, frisbees 
. and dry-erase boards, credit card 
vendors at Yale University and other 
schools routinely invade campus 
areas, manning tables until they get 
ejected by university officials. They 
reflect a growing trend of "under-
age" credit marketing that has 
aroused national concern over stu-
dent debt. 
The average college student owns 
three credit cards, and 24 percent of 
them got their first card through an 
on-campus representative, according 
to national surveys . 
Because buyers stay loyal to their 
first credit card for an average of 15 
years, competition to be a student's 
first is fierce, and credit card issuers 
have recently been reaching towards 
ever younger market segments in an 
effort to beat the competition. 
Companies typically sign up 60 
students a day for credit cards when 
at Yale, a Citibank representative 
said . 
At the same time, even credit card 
companies admit they border on tar-
geti ng a population unready for the 
freedom of unlimited credit. 
"They're getting these credit cards 
and many students don't even know 
what credit really is. One missing 
payment could screw you, but this is 
how we make money," confided an 
on-campus sales representative for 
Visa and Master{;ard, who wished to 
remain nameless .. "I get $ 1.50 for 
every student I sign up." 
Due to growing concern over stu-
dent debt, as many as 750 to 1000 
campuse? nationwide have prohibit-
ed on-campus credit card marketing. 
Experts project that number to grow 
by 400 during the next three years. 
The average college student has 
$2000 of revolving debt, and, accord-
ing to the 1998 National Student 
Loan Survev, almost half of all stu-
dents who drop out do so because of 
debt concerns. 
Students are solicited by an aver-
age of 15-20 on-campus credit card 
representatives annually, and in 
recent months this activity has driven 
more than 10 states to introduce leg-
islation that would restrict marketing 
credit cards to students. 
Last March, the activity of guerril-
la sales tactics attracted national 
attention, prompting U.S . 
Congre-ssman John LaFalce, D-NY, 
to introduce legislation that would 
prohibit marketing of credit cards to 
individuals under the age of21 with-
out consent of a parental guardian. 
The bill, which has yet to be voted 
on, reflects a growing unease that 
companies lure students into accu-
mulating debt they cannot pay. 
The fact that many parents can 
wind up footing their children's 
unpaid bills makes students even 
more of an attracti ve market for cred-
it card executives. 
"Students are a better credit risk 
for us than the general population," a 
Citibank sales representative said. 
In New Haven, Conn ., Yale stu-
dents seem just fme with the current 
situation - many seeing the credit 
card deals as jokes anyway, simply 
signing up under false names to get 
free items. 
''Everyone does it," said Aaron 
Nagano, a student at Yale. "It's not 
fraud, it's a free T-shirt." 
Even though the UM-SlLouis 
campaign is over, donations can still 
be sent to United Way until OCl 25. 
The address is: United Way, 1111 
Olive Street, St Louis, MO 63101- ~ 1 
1951, and their phone number is 
421 -0700. 
$ $ N eed Money? 
",JJ1AVAZZA fLOQIST, Inc. 
\ n (314) 383-4576 
is looking for LIVE BODI ES to: 
Answer Phone, Waif on Customers, Floral Design, 
Delivery (Fri., Sat., it flex.) 
YOU GET: 
Sundays Dff, Paid Training, Flexible HDurs 
Stop by and apply 
7 North Oaks Plaza 
St. Louis,MO 63121 http://VVVVlN.untsl.edu/studentlife/current 
• Ent~rprlse 
-a-car 
Are you looking to work PART-TIME weekends? 
Want to CREATE YOUR O'VN SCHEDULE? 
Do you want to start out at up to $7.75 PER HOUR? 
We are currently looking for individuals with excellent communication skills 
and a positive, enthusiastic attitude to assist our 1-800 customers as 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES. 
*Work a minimum of 15 hours per week 
*Business Casual Dress 
*Paid Training 
*Great Career Opportunities 
*Full and P a rt-time days & evenings also available. 
If interested, call our CAMPUS HOTLINE at 
1-800-235-9166 TODAY!!! !! 
National Reservation Center 
2650 South Hanley Road 
St. Louis, MO 63144 EOE 
- - ---
'k M-gt . .fo.aU StuJent eowd 
is currently looking for 
students who are 
interested in 
~erving as justices. 
Applicants must have: 
• 2.0 GPA, 
• In good standing with University, 
• Dedication, Hardworking, Honest, & Fair 
Contact Steve Bartok at x.51 04 for more info. 
Also, don't f orget SGA meetings this semest e r ! 
Thu~, Oct. 21, 1999 2p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Thur., Nov. 18, 1999 2 p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Thur., Dec. 16, 1999 2 p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Thu~,Jan. 20, 2000 2 p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Thu~, Feb. 17,2000 2 p;m. Hawthorne Room 
Thur., Mar. 16, 2000 2 p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Thur., April 20, 2000 2 p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Thur., May 18, 2000 2 p.m. Hawthorne Room 
Visit us online at 
www.umsl.edu/studentlife/sga/sga.html 
Use 
Your 
I 
I 
••• Play COLLEGE 
BOWL 
L-------------------------------------------------------~ J 
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Attention Students!!! 
Women's Center Survey 
Fall 1999 
I~ 
1. What programs would y?U like to see sponsored by the Women's 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Center? • 
What day of the week is the best day to hold a program? 
(Please choose only one) 
Monday __ _ Tuesday __ _ Wednesday __ _ 
Thursday __ _ Friday __ _ Saturday __ _ 
Sunday __ _ 
What time of the day is the best time to hold a program? 
8:00-9:00 am 9:00-10:00 am __ 
10:00-11 :00 am __ _ 11 :00-12 noon __ _ 
12:00-1 :00 pm __ _ 1 :00-2:00 pm __ _ 
2:00-3:00 pm __ _ 3:00-4:00 pm __ _ 
4:00-5:00 pm __ _ 5:00-6:00 pm __ _ 
6:00-7:00 pm __ _ Other: ___ ~ __ 
Is there any program that you believe should be discontinued 
from Women's Center programming? If yes, please list below. 
. 
Please return the complete survey to 
Women's Center 
211 Clark H~II 
516-5380 
.... , 
1 
I,' 
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I: 
I' 
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff: 
Classifieds are FREE!! 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES 
(314) 
516·5316 
Otherwise, classified advertising 1$ $10 Jor40 words or less in straight text Jonnat. Bold and CAPS 
letters are Jree. All classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card. Deadline is 
Thursday at 3 p.m. prior to publication. 
http://www.umsl.edU/studentlife/current current@jinx.umsl.edu 
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!! 
SPRING BREAK 2000 
StudentCity.com is looking for 
Highly Motivated Students to 
promote Spring Break 2000! 
Organize a sm'all group and 
travel FREE!! Top campus reps 
can earn Free Trips & 
over $10,000! Choose 
Cancun, Jamaica or Nassau! 
Book Trips On-Line Log In and 
win FREE Stuff, Sign Up 
Now On Line! 
www.StudentCity.com 
or 800/293-1443 
Sports - Minded 
is hiring 10-12 athletic and 
enthusiastic individuals. Work 
with other students making 
over $20/hr and $400/wk 
(20-25 hrs) Easy outdoor 
activities. Call for your spot in 
our line-up today. 530-0247 
Students looking for 
Financial Aid? 
Help yourself by filling out an 
application at: Cord Moving Et 
Storage 4101 Rider Trail N 
Earth City, MO 63045 
Or call (800) 873-2673 ext.179 
for additional info on job 
opportunities for full 
time/weekend/part time posi-
tions. $8.00/hr to start. 
... , 
Spring Break '00 
Cancun, Mazattan or Jamaica 
From $399. Reps wanted! 
Sell 15 and travel free! 
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!! 
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355 
Local Rap Artist looking 
to perform with artists of all 
types in St. Loui's area. Demo 
tape available upon request. 
Please call Ken at 871-2192 
Hanne.gan's Restaurant 
Located in Lactede's Landing 
is now hiring responsible, 
energetic, happy people for: 
• Day Servers 
• Evening Servers 
• Day and Evening 
Hostess/ Host 
Scheduling flexibility, great 
pay. Call Mark to set up an 
interview. 314-241-8877 
Adult. Web Site Designer 
25% ownership opportunity. No 
investment required. Your 
contribution to the partner-
ship will be the physical cre-
ation and maintenance of the 
site. Other partners are one 
investor and two content 
providers. Must be able to 
produce site turnkey from 
provided content. Motivated, 
talented, with ample time. 
Your skills and creativity will 
be a major factor in deter-
mining the site's success. 
Could be the opportunity of a 
lifetime. All original content, 
locally produced, ready to go. 
Email short resume detailing 
related eduction and eperi-
ence to 
SunsetPromotions@aol.com 
More info: (314) 994-9786. All 
replies confidential. 
Childcare Giver Needed 
for two boys; 6 and 7 112, 
from 3:30 p .m., Mon.-Fri., 10-
1 Z hours/wk. Must have 
own car. U. City. 
Call Sue at 725-5881 
Campus Childcare 
for low-income students with 
3. 4, or 5-year old children. 
You pay a small weekly fee. 
Space is limited. If you qualify 
for state assisance for child-
care or receive a Pell Grant 
you are eligible. 
Come to 130 South Campus 
Classroom Building on Thur., 
. 9/30/99 or Mon., 1014/99 to 
enroll. First-come, first-
served! 
Volunteers needed! 
Missouri NASA Space Grant's 
Science Mentors are looking 
for volunteers to do hands-on 
physics and astronomy activi-
ties with younger students. 
Prior science teaching experi-
ence is great but not neces-
sary. For info, contact Grandie 
at s990247@admiral.umsl.edu 
or (314)972-9020 
College Students 
wanted to teach 4 yr old 
autistic child in our home. 
12 hours per week, $10.00 per 
hour. Must be energetic, 
patient and willing to learn. 
Complete training provided. 
Call Kelly at 636-451-4608, 
west county location. 
Earn Free Trips and Cash! 
Spring Bread 2000 
Cancun, Jamaica 
For 10 years Class Travel 
International (CTI) has distin-
guished itself as the most reli-
able student event and mar-
keting organization in North 
America. Motivated Reps can 
go on Spring Break Free Et earn 
over $ 1 O,OOO! Contact us today 
for details! 800/328-1509 
www.classtravelintl.com 
1983 Pontiac Bonneville 
4 Door, Auto/ AC/RadioICruise. 
W.W. Tires like new 
$1,300 call Bob @ x. 6750 
AST Laptop Computer 
Model XJ1144, Windows 3.1, 
200 MB Hard Disk, 3.5 floppy, 
14.4 modem, $750 aBO. 
Ask for Rob 916-1005 
or 608-9840 
'92 Subaru Loyal 
Stations Wagon, 4wheel dr., 
AC, 103,000 miles, excellent 
condition, inspected, new 
tires/exhaust, call 918-7189 
2 Bedroom plus home 
located #28 Sunset Ct. 
Pasadena Park. CIA, Carpet, 
Refrigerator, Stove, Parking in 
rear. Too many extras to men-
. tion. $550.00 per month, 2 
months security deposit. Call 
Mrs. Jones 360-1565 
MARTIAL ARTS 
Only the Marial Arts offer you 
strength and flexibility train-
ing coupled with the benefits 
of an aerobic workout, and 
teaches you to protect your-
self in a real confrontation. 
Call Bruce or Anne Bozzay at 
Brentwood Martial Arts 
727-6909. 
Instruction 
Grab your partner! Let's go! 
Learn to dance Ballroom and 
Swing. Or enjoy learning 
Line Dance or Tap; no 
partner needed. Private or 
group instruction. Also lessons 
in Piano, Music Theory, 
Spanish, and English. 
For details call 
(314) 427-7719. 
DITTO INK 
Your New 24 Hr. Link to 
Duplicating Savings From 
Home/Office. Shop Great 
Buys at www.quixtar.com 
Use 160 # 2870324 
info (800) 840-6551 
SPRINT FOR SIGHT 
5K Run/1. 5 m M Walk 
September 26,1999 @ 8:30 
a.m. at the University of 
Missouri - St. Louis. Free 
T-shirt with registration and 
plenty of prizes. Registration 
forms available at the 
Mark Twain Rec Center 
or call 727-9210. 
Pregnant? 
fYI Y Lt FE S r J 1-1 KS 0 
J:-r COM.PL£nY LAcKS 
ANY f'XC.rftMENT oR. 
111f RE I YoU'R..E IN A 
HOLE ••• PRETEND You/~ 
A "'GOONI£" AND Go 
ADVENTURE., 
ges'?J . 
COULD You 
PLEASE 
GO GE.T 
HELl'. 
VANGER-HOLE 
WHA'f! 'fA NEVE R 
HEI\~t> ~fHE GOONIES ll 
ASK foR. HELP'-' 
Vo viR, EN 0 
CoPS FEl-'iJMItN! 
WEll ... 
'I HAVe 
FIND 1'R,EASURf)! 
1 -THINK 
tRIP ES ... 
~ov/R6 NOr 
EVc;N A • 
Cof?Y ~A1M! 
\l.JHfRE'S 
S lO'f'" 
\JJ liEN YoU 
N&ED HIM? 
_, .. , ..... rrV"lFAc.r: © @© 
COR'{ ~I\IM NeW WORKS A; tit: NN YS'. 
Pulliam Journalism Fellowships 
lARH CASH", FREE tRIPS! 
Graduating college seniors are invited to apply for the 27th 
annual Pulliam Journalism Fellowships. We will grant lO-week 
summer internships to 20 journalism or liberal arts majors in the 
August 1999-June 2000 graduating classes. 
SALES RIPS." STUDENT ORGS. WANTID 
FOIl RES. 1-800-317-6013 
Previous internship or part-time experience at a newspaper is 
desired . Wmners will receive a $5,500 stipend and will work at 
either The Indianapolis Star or The Arizona Republic. 
SteeL mooClt 
Early-admissions application postmark deadline is Nov. 15, 1999. 
By Dec. IS, 1999, up to five early-admissions winners will be 
notified. All other entries must be postmarked by M arch 1, 2000. Winter Pa.rk 
Breckenridge 
Va.il/Beo. ver Creek 
Aspen/SnowmeLSS 
To request an application packet, visit our Web site, e-mail us or 
write: Russell B. Pulliam 
Lodging' Lifts $129 Parties • Ta.xes 
fro'" ~~hW Fellowships Director Indianapolis Newspapers 
P.O. Box 145 _ 2-17.2,3,4,5,6.7 iii_ .1.a-5lMaIASl Web sil\!: \\,\\·w.slam\!ws.com/pjf 
E-mail: pulliam@stam\!\\s.com Indianapolis, IN 46206 
LET TIAA-CREF' HELP 
YOU BUILD A SECURE 
FINANCIAL FUTURE. 
F or over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has been the leading retirement company 
on America's campuses. But experience is 
just one reason why so many smart 
investor's trust us with their financial 
future. Here are a few more: 
Superior strength 
\Vith over $250 billion in assets under man-
agement, TlAA-CREF is the world's largest 
retirement organization - and among the 
most solid. It's one of the reasons why 
Morningstar says, UTI AA-CREF sets the 
standard in the financial services industry."} 
Solid, long-term 
performance 
Surprisingly low expenses 
TlAA-CREF's operating costs are among 
the lowest in the insurance and mutual 
fund industries.2 So more of your money 
goes where it should - tow ard ensuri ng 
your future. 
Easy diversification 
We offer a wide variety or expe rtly 
managed investment optio ns to help bu ild • 
your assets. We make it simple, too, with 
stock, bond, money market, real esta te, 
and guaranteed options. 
Unrivaled service 
:e 
]" Whe seek out l~ng-term opporftunities that 
ot er compames, in pursuit 0 quick gains, i often miss . Though past performance can't 
guar'antee future results, this patient philos-
~ ophy has proven extr·emely rewarding. 
\Ve believe that our service d istingu ishes 
us from every other retirement company. 
In the most recent Dalbar su rvey, 
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in partic ipation 
satisfaction .. ) 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."" 
Call today to Gnd out how TlAi\-
CREF can help you build the flnan cial 
future you want and deserve . 
To find out more - give us 
a call or visit our website 
1 800 842~2776 
www. tiaa -cref. org 
~,II.Krlilt;',jIJ' UmaHt-Allllruiif..tlJii, w3M9. 2.s,,,,.AznJ <, ,' p,,,,:. hs.'IIn1l1,Y Hi:Jlip A&:~u",' . 1m; MId l.'ppt'f ,-\n.,lyticOiI Scn ·ires.. l nl' . , !~rrrr./lJrr.1,V;' · .III;t~V!;'t1IIJ,:IIl. 19CJI.i (qU3ttt;tt·). 
.ll) ,--\LB.\R. In<: .• 19'9i lkjifft'll Cw/ri/ttJ(i. ", I~\rdlr","( IW'IJI.~. For mort! compl~lt! inlom hltion. including chJ. ~es .lnd l'xpen):('~. ~' .1 1l 1 tlOO $4~ 213J. ~~t. 55(19, f(J ( CREf .and TlN\ ~41 f.5.wc 
AtCOUni pro!i.p!!ctUSl'5. Rl.':ad them rarriui!y btro~you in\'8t {)r ..stnd mont' ..... TIA;\·CREF Indi\'idual ::i. nd lnt.l itut ;o.u1 St' f'\ ' ! ( t'k dilolribuIE's CIl E.F cmifit::uC'!'= OInd inl~rt'Sls.in me- TI,\;\ r..\J 
[Slale .. \croum. 
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Trinidad / De La Hoya le~ves much desired 
BY ScOTT HOWZE 
special to TIJe Current 
\-Vhile many red-blooded American 
men packed themselves into sports 
bars, lined up for chips and dips, and 
flieclJgrilleclJsauteed a variety of beef 
and pork products a couple of weeks 
ago for the Da la HoyafTlinaclad fight, 
many were let down. 
It wasn't because it was arguably 
the most boring 36 minutes of boxing 
many of us have ever seen. 
It v.usn't that the fight between a 
former Playboy model and another 
woman was the best fight on the card. 
It was that De La HoyafTrinadad was 
compared to Sugar Ray Leonard vs. 
Thomas "TIle Hitman" Heames, the 
defining vvelterweight fight of our gen-
eration, and it just came up short. 
There was none of the heart we 
You are a perSon 
w ith taste. We know 
this because you 
are reading our fine 
newspaper! So why 
aren't you reading 
online? 
What'. that you •• y? 
You didn't know we 
have a web.lte? It'. 
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regul r print. 
ed eel tlon, 
plus much 
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Bec~1e there 
are ftOcoR 
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onU ,we nm 
more photos, 
and w use as 
much color as 
we can • 
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So what .... you 
wailing for? Get 
online with The 
Current Online! 
have come to expect from De la Hoya, 
even in the mist of questionable victo-
ries over Ike Quartey and Pernell 
V/hittaker. 
There was too much respect in 
Trinadad. usually a relentless head-
hunt~r as he wildly threw uppercuts 
that always seem to miss by a mile. 
The fIrst eight rounds were about 
even. You could make an argument for 
your favorite boxer after each round; it 
was that close. However, since De la 
Boya nll1s for 2 minutes and 50 sec-
onds and then. like clockwork, throws 
a fury of punches the la<;t ten seconds, 
it is easy to give him four of those 
rounds. 
The last four rounds were defmite-
ly Tlmadad's. In rounds 8-12 De la 
Hoya fought not-to-lose vs. fIghting-
to-win. Using the old adage, you can't 
win a fight by running, I think the 
judges were right on point with their 
decision. Trinadad won a majority 
decision 114-114. 115-113, 115-114. 
Neither fighter ever re.ally seemed 
ready to hit the other guy. Both fIght-
ers were just getting ''the feel" of the 
other. 
Usually that is ok to watch, but not 
when it lasts the entire fIght. De la 
HoyafTrinagad was over-analyzed, 
over-hyped. and at S50 a pop, over-
priced. 
To the promoters of the fighlo who 
are undoubtedly going to set up a 
rematch, further drawing parallels to 
the Sugar Ray Leonard/rhoma~ "The 
Hitman" Heames fight, I have but one 
thing to say. I saw the 
LeonardJHearnes fight, the 
LeonarclJHearnes fIght is a favorite of 
mine, De la HoyafTrinadad was no 
LeonarclJHe.arues. 
Stephanie PlattJ The CurT'('nl 
Keghan Kenney (red) g~es for a header over a Quincy defender. 
October 4, 1939 
finally put the game a\-\'lly for good as 
Lindsey Siemens scored the game-
winner with 5:07 left in overtime. 
"A win is a win." Goetz said. "To be 
honest, we just needed a conference 
win. We made a lot of unforced errors. 
They are really working hard and I 
think: they are just about to click. We 
are not going to know why it was today 
or eyen yesterday, but we know it is 
going to happen." 
you played with last season," 
Woodrick said. "With a weekend like 
this and when they honored the 
national charnpio[l team from 1973, it 
is what makes being ~m alumni fun." 
111e alumni event will be held for 
each respective sport throughout their 
season of pby. 
The men's and women's basketball 
alumni game will be held Dec. II. 
